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QUESTION 1

An Application Engine program requires a loop that will exit after 1000 rows have been processed. The COUNTER field
in the state record is incremented in each iteration of the loop. Which option contains code that could be used in a Do
While action to test for COUNTER? 

A. Do While %Bind(Counter) 

B. %SELECT (COUNTER)FROM PS_INSTALLATIONWhere COUNTER 

C. If %Bind(Counter) >= 1000 thenExit; 

D. %Select(COUNTER)FROM PS_STATE_AETWhere COUNTER 

E. %Select(COUNTER)SELECT \\'X\\'FROM PS_INSTALLATIONWHERE %Bind(COUNTER) 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

You are testing a new asynchronous service operation to send employee job data to another system; however, no
operation instance is created. Select three possible causes. (Choose three.) 

A. The sending node is paused. 

B. The sending domain is not active. 

C. No Publication PeopleCode exists. 

D. Publication PeopleCode is incorrect. 

E. No outbound routings exist for the service operation. 

F. The service operation is not active on the receiving system. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine this PeopleCode snippet: 

andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %EffDtCheck(EFFDT) from %Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 

Select the correct option. 

A. The statement is valid. 

B. The statement is not valid. The correct syntax is:andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %DateIn(EFFDT) from %
Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 
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C. The statement is not valid. The correct syntax is:andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %DateOut(EFFDT) from
%Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 

D. The statement is not valid. The correct syntax is:andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %CurrDate(EFFDT) from
%Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 

E. The statement is not valid. The correct syntax is:andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %Date(EFFDT) from %
Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 

F. The statement is not valid. The correct syntax is:andSQL = CreateSQL("Select %Current(EFFDT) from %
Table(PSU_INSTR_TBL)"); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You created a component interface based on a component that has a parent PSU_STUDENT_TBL and one non-
effective-dated child record PSU_STUDENT_EXP. 

The component interface PeopleCode was created by a developer and a snippet of that PeopleCode is as follows: 

andoPsuStudentExpCollection = andoStuProfile2.PSU_STUDENT_EXP; anditem =
andoPsuStudentExpCollection.ItemByKeys("PT"); 

If anditem Null Then 

andj = anditem.ItemNum; 

andoPsuStudentExp = andoPsuStudentExpCollection.Item(andj); 

If andoPsuStudentExp.SKILL = "PT" And andoPsuStudentExp.PROFICIENCY = "L" Then
andoPsuStudentExp.PROFICIENCY = "M"; 

End-If; 

Else 

andoPsuStudentExp = andoPsuStudentExpCollection.InsertItem(1); andoPsuStudentExp.SKILL = "PT";
andoPsuStudentExp.PROFICIENCY = "M"; 

andoPsuStudentExp.DATE_LAST_MAINT = PSU_CRS_SESSN.END_DATE; End-If; 

Which statement best describes what this snippet of PeopleCode is trying to accomplish? 

A. Inserts a child row and sets the SKILL, PROFICIENCY, and DATE_LAST_MAINT values, if SKILL is not equal to T 

B. Insert a child row and sets the SKILL, PROFICIENCY, and DATE_LAST_MAINT values, if SKILL is equal to T 

C. Inserts a child row and sets the SKILL, PROFICIENCY and DATE_LAST_MAINT values, if SKILL is equal to "PT"
and PROFICENCY is equal to 

D. Modifies the PROFICIENCY of a child row if SKILL is T and PROFICIENCY is for that row 

E. Modifies the value of PROFICIENCY of the child row in which SKILL is T and PROFCIENCY is , else if SKILL is not T
inserts a child row and sets the SKILL, PROFICIENCY, and DATE_LAST_MAINT value 
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Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

An Application Engine program uses a Do Select action. What occurs when the Select statement is executed? 

A. Each row returned by the Select statement is stored in the state record. The Select statement continues until no more
rows are returned. Then, the control passes to the calling section. 

B. All rows returned by the Select statement are stored in a cursor. Then, the control is passed to the calling section. 

C. All rows returned by the Select statement are stored in the state record. Then, the control is passed to the next
section in the program. 

D. All rows returned by the Select statement are stored in a cursor. The first row is stored in the state record. Then, the
remaining actions in the step are processed sequentially. Thereafter, the control returns to the Do Select to fetch
another row, until no more rows are returned. 

E. When a row is returned, the remaining steps in the section execute and control returns to the calling step. 

F. When a row is returned, it is stored in the state record. Then, the control is passed to the calling section. 

Correct Answer: D 
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